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ABSTRACT

Intravenous medication errors are found to be frequent events. They are connected with considerable harm and damage, however little is thought about their reasons. The goal of the study was to discover the IV medication preparation errors in medical, surgery, paediatric and ICU department of tertiary care teaching hospital.

INTRODUCTION

Now and again patients must get medication quickly. Different times, medicines must be given gradually and slowly yet constantly. In both of these circumstances, intravenous drug organization may be needed. Taking pills or fluids by mouth may not be sufficiently quick to get certain pharmaceuticals into the body. In a crisis setting, pharmaceutical must be retained rapidly. Additionally, chemicals in the stomach may separate certain fragile pharmaceuticals. Accordingly, these must be given specifically into the circulatory system.

Intravenous is a term which means “into the vein”. The administration of intravenous medication occurs when a needle is inserted into a vein and medication is administered along through the needle. In Intravenous medication, the needle is typically put in a vein close to the elbow, the wrist, or on the back of the hand. Distinctive sites can be utilized if essential.

IV administration is the most essential and most normal parenteral administration course. Intravenous treatment is a complex process generally obliging the planning of the drug in the clinical ranges before organization to the patient. There have been reports of deaths and damage taking after solution slips, for example, wrong medication, measurements, diluents, and cross contamination errors with intravenous treatment. The configuration of methodology and execution of the framework for planning and managing intravenous pharmaceuticals was thought liable to be affected by national variables, for example, enactment, medicinal services framework prerequisites, proficient models, college course curricula, and conveyance of instruction and training for health awareness staff.
An intravenous medication lapse is characterized as a deviation in planning of a medication from a specialist's doctor prescription, the clinics intravenous approach, or the manufactures directions.

The vast majority of the writing on MAE's to date has concentrated on oral medications controlled amid consistent medication rounds. A couple of cases of MAE's emerging from IV bolus dosages or discontinuous implantations have been accounted for. In any case, we have not possessed the capacity to discover any data depicting the prevalence of MAE's connected with constant IV imbuements which are typically supplanted by nursing staff, once the substance of past sacks have been imbued. This is not at all like oral/ IV bolus medicates and requires an eyewitness to be available at the purpose of arrangement.

In any hospital center nurses for the most part get ready and regulate intravenous medications recommended by specialists or doctors. Single site studies which carried out in few wards have reported errors in get ready and controlling intravenous medications of 13%-84%, a few studies utilized distinctive definitions and did not evaluate the seriousness of errors.

Despite the fact that the writing reports various studies on recognizing IV prescription mistakes in different clinics abroad, the information accessible on such circumstance in India is restricted.

Medical caretakers were seen by a solitary eyewitness for a greatest number of four times with a specific end goal to incorporate however many as diverse attendants as could be allowed. Amid the procedure of planning and directing IV medications nurses were seen by utilizing the perception list. The medical caretakers are mindful of the perception yet unconscious about genuine reason. The name of medical attendants, the quantity of perception by nurses and period of study were enrolled. Observations occurred on distinctive days of week and diverse times of day and night in every hospital ward. The spectator was available amid a present arrangement of movement, to speak to the variety of nursing hours in nursing practice.

The different types of errors were defined based on the classification by (Allan and Barker) and adapted to the data. Preparation errors included preparation of the wrong drug, the wrong dose, the wrong dosage form, the wrong preparation technique, omission errors and preparation of an unordered drug dose. Preparation error rates were calculated as percentage by dividing the sum of all recorded preparation errors by the sum of the prepared drug doses observed. Data’s were expressed as percentages and kept as 95% confidence interval.

Preparation errors included arrangement of the wrong medication, the wrong measurement, the wrong dose shape, the wrong readiness system, exclusion lapses and readiness of an unordered medication dosage. The error rates in preparation as percentage by dividing the sum of all recorded preparation errors by the sum of the prepared drug doses observed. Information's were communicated as rates and kept as 95% confidence interval.

Blood clumps can form because of IV treatment, and deep vein thrombosis can be extremely unsafe. Clumps get to be stuck in imperative veins and reason tissue harm or passing.

Pharmaceuticals directed intravenously follow up on the body rapidly. Toxicity, symptoms, and unfavorably allergic responses will hence happen quick. A patient on IV prescription ought to be under perception at all times.
Before administration of any IV medications, a health care professional should follow the major six "rights" of medication administration. They are listed as follows:

1. the right patient;
2. the right dose;
3. by the right route;
4. at the right time;
5. with the right medication;
6. Following up with the right documentation.

**Conclusion**

Now and then, an IV medication is given as a "push" or "bolus" dosage with a syringe specifically into the vein. All the more regularly, an IV "line" or peripheral venous catheter (PVC) is embedded for quick and safe access all over the time.

To embed a venous catheter, a needle is embedded into a vein, frequently close to the wrist. A slight thin plastic tube referred a catheter is then pushed over the needle. The needle is uprooted, and the tube remains. Different tubes can be associated with this one with an interfacing "hub" or "tap" that remaining parts outside the body.

At the point when an IV line is embedded an IV "drip" is typically started. A drip is a steady stream of clean fluid from a pack hanging over the patient. The fluid is regularly a saline (salt) arrangement. Different prescriptions can be added to this saline arrangement, and implanted into the blood gradually over the long haul. Infrequently a pump is appended to the IV line and pumps fluid into the catheter in a moderate, steady design.

For patients who are exceptionally sick or who are getting consistent IV treatment for chemotherapy or different reasons, a central line or central venous catheter may be embedded into a vein in the neck or midsection.

In the event that you feel anything bizarre while starting IV treatment, tell the wellbeing proficient treating you. Uneasiness and different sensations may be typical. In any case, they might likewise be an indication of an unfavorably susceptible response, harmfulness, or a muddling of treatment.
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